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About This Game

Ludo Supremo is the classic board game of Ludo reinvented in beautiful 3D for the next generation of casual players seeking a
fun gameplay experience with friends. You can play alone or compete against 3 opponents in a challenging game of tokens and
chance. In Ludo Supremo, each player has to race 4 tokens from the starting point to the finishing point, according to the roll of

the die.

Ludo is similar to many other games involving cross and circle, especially the Indian game of Pachisi. Players take turns to play.
At the beginning of a game, you must throw a 6 before it becomes possible to navigate your colored token from its starting

position to its starting square. After that, in each of the subsequent turns, your token may move forward for one to six squares as
per indicated by the throwing die. If you throw a 6, you may choose to introduce a new token in the starting square or decide to
navigate an already active token forward. Throwing a 6 also gives a bonus turn. The winner of Ludo Supremo is the player who

successfully navigates all 4 tokens to the home area on the board.
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Title: Ludo Supremo
Genre: Casual
Developer:
EnsenaSoft
Publisher:
EnsenaSoft
Release Date: 8 Jun, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP Service Pack 2 (SP2), Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: 1.0 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: vCard with DirectX 9.0 support

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 50 MB available space

English
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This is a fairly straightforward replication of the boardgame, Ludo. You can play this for free in a browser online, so I can't
recommend paying $3 for it.. Fun to play. Classic game.. - No online multiplayers, and the developers have not specify this is
"local multiplayers" only. (I'll update my review if the developer correct this).

+ classic boardgame
+ cheap (US$0.6 @ 80% off). aku sedih memainkannya karena berbeda dengan ludo lainnya. Ludo Supremo is the classic
boardgame Ludo basically put onto PC. Your objective is to get all 4 your pieces around the board and on your centre colour
before your opponent does.

Pros:
-Fun timewaster, not much effort or concentration involved
-Has local multiplayer, with up to 4 players at once

Cons:
-It is overpriced for the content you are getting. R35 (~$2) is too much for a game like this
-Poor interface. No menu, nothing. To exit you press escape and can select if players are computer or human. That's it

Overall, it is not worth it's asking price and you can get better for cheaper.
4/10. this game good for children age under 10 year old
no drug no porn no violence no impolite no genocide no prank no dirty joke no crime no mafia no heretic
this game is game in dream of father and mother for buy game for his and her children
if you want buy game for you son and daughter or your nephew i recommend this game
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AI is broken and unreasonably lucky with the dice rolls so you'll end up losing most of the time. Other than that, it's basically
Ludo in essence with a bunch of unnecessary gimmicks. Totally not worth your money.. Pros
+Its ludo
+Ai is ok i guess, its ludo so its mostly up to luck
Cons
-No online
-No other game modes
-No other tables
-No way to skip bot turns so playing in singleplayer is annoying af
-No replay value at all
-The game says "copyright 2014" but it was released in 2016 acording to steam

Conclution:
There is no "Supremo" in Ludo Supremo, only "Ludo". Very disappointed. Ludo ranks slightly above Snakes And Ladders in
terms of interactivity, and this is the most bare-bones form of it. Even if it was free, I'd be saying never ever ever go near that
Play button.. Could be fun if played with real people. But on PC vs AI it's rigged AF. Don't waste your time on this trash.. No
multiplayer over the internet. What a piece of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665! If a person wants to play on lan why
not get the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665nn board!! garbage game avoid. Dont get me started on the fkd up rules lol like there is
no safe spot on the whole board. Who ever made this game should be ashamed. Not worth it even if this was free.. Why would
someone waste 3€ for a game that is just a simple classic Ludo game? You can draw the board on a piece of paper in a minute
and play the game by yourself without paying a single cent. + there are many free Ludo games on the web.

And yes, the rotating board every few seconds is just a bad idea.. Ludo Supremo gets an upthumb from me for just one reason: it
successfully accomplished what it set it out to do. But it didn't set its sights very high. Ludo[en.wikipedia.org], a simplified form
of Pachisi (aka Parcheesi) is played in a large number of variants under different names. The version offered here is about as
simple as they come. Up to four players, which may be human or computer-controlled, play a round of Ludo through to
completion. That's it. That's all. No bells, no whistles, no fancy options.

Visually, the game is nice enough, with 3D dice and pegs, and a board that helpfully spins to the customary orientation for the
current player. There's some basic sound effects.

Given that this game can be played just fine with a conventional board, sixteen meeples and a die, I'd question why you'd bother
playing it on a computer that could do so much more. But if, for some reason, the idea of playing Ludo on your computer
appeals to you, it's here, and it works. The creators' vision is successfully realized -- it's just not a big vision.
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